Discussion

Reply to Bauer et al. (2022)

CHRISTOPHER R.C. PAUL

Cladistic analyses will be inaccurate if based on inaccurate data. Most blastozoan taxa were defined before cladistics was proposed. Redescription of precladistic taxa should be a priority. Cladistics recognizes similarities between taxa, not differences. Differences always exist, so the two approaches are asymmetrical. Any suggested similarity or homology needs testing, including output of computer-based analyses. New interpretations of plate homology between glyptocystitoid and hemicosmitoid rhombiferans had already rendered input data obsolete before the pan-dichoporite paper was published. Universal Elemental Homology (UEH) is not a scientific hypothesis. It makes no testable predictions; no system of naming plates can.

Our approaches are so different that it is pointless to answer specific details, other than to confirm the factual error concerning Macurdablastus Broadhead, 1984. In Paul (2021: table 1: column 2) the family for Macurdablastus was left blank since neither Broadhead (1984) nor Bauer et al. (2019) assigned it to any family. The type setters took this to mean that the family Stephanocrinidae included both Stephanocrinus Conrad, 1842 and Macurdablastus. I did not notice this in the proofs but I am glad to confirm that Macurdablastus is not a coritate. I still believe it to be a eublastoid, but there is not space to argue that point here.

Abbreviations.—A–E, Carpenter’s (1884, 1891) ambulacral symbols; CO, COO, circumoral plates; PO, POO, perioral plates; UEH, Universal Elemental Homology (Sumrall 2010).

Background

If the Echinodermata is monophyletic, all its classes are related. These phylogenetic connections were established hundreds of millions of years ago; we are trying to find them. This can best be done using cladistics, but cladistics is not a magic bullet. The biggest problem I see is that apart from a general rule that the more characters used the better, there is no guidance about how to select characters or which characters are useful and which not. Obviously using different characters will produce different phylogenies. So, cladistic analyses produce temporary phylogenetic hypotheses that themselves need testing.

Furthermore, cladistics is a relatively recent concept. Most blastozoan taxa were described without any reference to cladistics because it had not been thought of. Eight of the 14 genera in Paul (2021: table 1) were described in the 19th century. Thus, there is no guarantee that any major taxon (including the 20 extinct clades) is a valid concept or that the characters on which genera and species were defined are cladistically significant. Indeed, a case can be made for redescribing all these genera in cladistic terms.

Recently, such redescription has been my major goal and my personal experience reinforces the need to get accurate modern descriptions, especially of genera defined in the 19th century. Cystoblastus Volborth, 1867, is an excellent example. Comparison of Kesling’s (1968) plate diagrams with photographs of a real specimen on the “Geocollections of Estonia” website showed immediately that Kesling’s (1968) diagrams were inaccurate. Kesling (1968) showed a closed infralateral circlet (that is all the plates in contact) whereas the specimen showed that the infralateral circlet was interrupted in three places. Subsequent investigation revealed that all published descriptions and illustrations were based on Volborth’s (1867) original figures which were equally inaccurate. Whatever the inadequacies of my cladistic analysis, if such errors were included in a character analysis, the resulting phylogeny is unlikely to be accurate. So, at the moment I am trying to publish accurate descriptions of key taxa so that data input will be accurate. Others, who are better qualified can undertake the phylogenetic analyses.

In attempting to discover phylogenetic connections, similarities outweigh differences. Cladistics is based on the recognition of shared derived characters. Seeking similarities versus differences is an asymmetrical process. Differences always exist. Look closely enough and you will find them. Even identical twins have distinguishing marks. Furthermore, where connections do exist, their recognition will be more difficult if one emphasizes differences. Seeking similarities, on the other hand, helps recognize possible phylogenetic transformations between morphologically different structures that might be homologous. To me, this is a positive outcome and additional evidence should be sought that either confirms or refutes the suggested homology; that is possibilities should be tested.

I accept that my cladistic analysis in the pan-dichoporite paper (Paul 2021) was inadequate, to say the least. I am grateful for the improved versions. Regrettably, the data set used in both
analyses is already out of date. Research on Cystoblastus (Paul and Toom 2021) not only enabled us to redescribe it accurately, but also to suggest possible homologies between the four lower plate circlets of glyptocystitoid rhombiferans and the three lower plate circlets of hemicosmitoid rhombiferans. Thus, if I were doing the same analysis now, I would include different characters and code others differently, thus inevitably producing a different phylogeny. This is a classic example of how new facts or interpretations can be used to test previous phylogenetic hypotheses.

Paul and Toom’s (2021) results have further ramifications. Previously, the alternative plate arrangements in the two rhombiferan superfamilies were regarded as fundamentally different and although the plate circlets had the same names the plates were not homologous. Now, we have suggested that all the plates are homologous, merely re-arranged in three rather than four circlets (or vice versa). The plates begin to grow before the respiratory dichopores that form the rhombs develop. Thus, it seems likely that a rhomb developed across the B2:IL2 plate suture in glyptocystitoids is homologous with a rhomb across the same suture in hemicosmitoids. If the plates are homologous, surely the rhomb must be too? This in turn, means the dichopores (endothecal canals) that form the rhombs in both superfamilies are probably homologous. Finally, that raises the possibility that all endothecal canals shared between two thecal plates might be homologous. All these ideas need testing, but that cannot be done unless someone suggests them in the first place.

Universal Elemental Homology

I am accused of ignoring UEH so I had better explain why. I doubt if my critics will be happy with the result. First, UEH is not a scientific hypothesis. It does not make testable predictions any more than any alternative plate terminology can. Rather, it is a series of assertions about the homology of plates in blastozoan and other early echinoderms. The “universal” aspect of UEH appears to be the hope that all echinoderm researchers will adopt UEH terminology. The aspiration of a universally-accepted, consistent terminology for homologous plates seems laudable, but a better approach might have been to seek consensus among echinoderm researchers first. Furthermore, an agreed terminology is likely to discourage alternative hypotheses on which scientific progress depends.

My second criticism of UEH concerns its application, which is decidedly selective. Only those examples that agree with the UEH are illustrated. Those that do not are either ignored (e.g., the family Aristocystitidae), their existence denied (e.g., the genus Brightonicystis Paul, 1971), or the morphology is forced to fit into the precepts of UEH (e.g., the oral plating of sphaeronitid diploporites). Alternative possible interpretations are not evaluated. Proponents of UEH emphasize the repeated existence of seven plates in the oral area. Parsley (1990) has shown that aristocystitid diploporites have eight plates forming the oral frame. Paul (2017: fig. 7) showed that this pattern is widespread within the family Aristocystitidae. So, my first challenge to proponents of UEH is to use it to explain the homologies of all eight aristocystitid oral plates.

Secondly, Sheffield and Sumrall (2015) and Sheffield et al. (2018) ignored the genus Brightonicystis when discussing the diploporite family Holocystitidae. Sheffield and Sumrall (2017: 756) denied that it exists. They freely admitted that they have never seen any specimens. This is particularly ironic, as, in my view, Sheffield et al. (2018) described a second species of Brightonicystis. Figure 1 presents their interpretation of the oral plating in “Holocystites” salmoensis Sheffield, Ausich, and Sumrall, 2018. A–E, ambulacra A–E (Carpenter 1884, 1891), CO1–CO5 facet-bearing circumorals, F ambulacral facets (dotted outlines), PO1–PO7 perioral plates, X1 and X2 extra lateral plates in the circumoral circl. X1 has been split and CO1 detached from the other orals during preservation.

Finally, Sumrall (2010: 270) defined oral plates according to the UEH as “those plates and their descendant homologues that border the peristomial opening, are interradially positioned, and bear the proximal food grooves along their adjacent sutures”. Later, when the radially-positioned oral plates of sphaeronitid diploporites were “discovered”, it was claimed that sphaeronitid orals rotated 36° clockwise with respect to other blastozoans (e.g., Sumrall 2015: 170; Sheffield and Sumrall 2017: 746). No explanation was given as to how this came about. Indeed, rotating the plates clockwise does not derive the sphaeronitid condition in which ambulacral facets are present on plates that form the peristome border. Interradial orals never bear ambulacral facets. Furthermore, how do the food grooves move from lying along the sutures between interradial orals to a central position
on radial orals? The suggested homology cannot be rejected outright, but it requires more changes than just rotating the “oral” circle. A better explanation exists consistent with more facts (see next section). If I am right, then UEH is forcing the facts to fit the theory, not using exceptions to test any hypothesis.

An alternative approach

Figure 2 illustrates the oral areas of two holocystitid species (2a, 2c) compared with a sphaeronitid (2b) and parasphaeronitid (2d). There are numerous similarities between all four diagrams, but the most obvious difference is that the holocystitids have six interradial plates forming the mouth frame that are absent in the sphaeronitid and parasphaeronitid. In revising the holocystitids (Paul 1971) I was aware of these differences and thought that plates which were consistently radial in position were unlikely to be homologous with plates that were equally consistently interradial. So, to avoid implying unwarranted homologies, I introduced the term perioral for the interradial orals of holocystitids and circumorals for the radial orals of sphaeronitids. These terms are useful in discussing oral plate homologies.

The first point to make is that in the holocystitid plate diagrams (Fig. 2A, C), whatever they are called, circumoral and perioral plates cannot be homologous, according to the conjunction rule of Patterson (1988), because both occur in the same organism. Secondly, it becomes clear that the plate labelled CO6 in previous interpretations of sphaeronitids is homologous with plate PO7 of holocystitids. Furthermore, compare Fig. 1 with Figs. 2A, B. The outer plate circle in Fig. 1 has exactly the same plate arrangement as seen in Trematocystis Jaekel, 1899 (Fig. 2C) except that Trematocystis lacks ambulacrum A and the other four facets are entirely within a single “facetal” plate. This strongly suggests that the outer plates in both genera are homologous, and again by the conjunction rule the plates of the inner circle cannot be homologous with those of the outer circle. In which case there is clear evidence that not all the plates inside the “facetal” circle are preserved in all holocystitid genera. So, if some inner circle plates can be lost between “Holocystites” salmoensis and other holocystitids, is it not more likely that all the inner circle could also be lost? To me it is more probable that the sphaeronitid condition results from failure to develop all perioral plates.

Does recognizing circum- and peri-oral plates help in interpreting oral plating that the UEH does not interpret? Most aristocystitid genera have four ambulacra and eight plates forming the oral frame (Paul 2017: 589, fig. 7). Four plates are directly radial have food grooves centrally and were accepted as circumorals. The other four are closer to the centre of the mouth, interradial and accepted as periorals. This is compatible with the fact that in some pentaradial blastozoans with a 2-1-2 pattern of ambulacra, only the same four periorals form the mouth frame. So, I had no problem in interpreting the oral plating of aristocystitids using the concept of circum- and peri-oral plates.

As usual, echinoderms have not read the literature and refuse to conform to mere human concepts of homology. Oretanocalix Gutiérrez-Marco, 2000, the only aristocystitid genus with all five ambulacra, also has eight plates forming its mouth frame (Fig. 3A). So, if facet-bearing orals are circumorals and those without facets are periorals, then Oretanocalix (and all other aristocystitids) have five circumorals and three periorals. This

![Fig. 2. Oral plating in holocystitids (A, C), sphaeronitids (B), and parasphaeronitids (D) to show similarities and differences. In holocystitids the mouth (M) is surrounded by six interradial plates (periorals, 1–6), two in the CD interambulacrum which share the hydropore (H) and one each in the other interambulacra. A seventh perioral (PO7) occurs in the CD interambulacrum and borders the anus (An). In Pastulocystis pentax Paul, 1971 (A) the perioral circle is surrounded by five radial (circumoral) plates each of which bears a single ambulacral facet. In Eucystis angelinii Regnelli, 1945 (B) six plates border the mouth, five of which are radial, bear ambulacral facets and are interpreted as circumorals, the sixth lies in the CD interradius and is interpreted as plate PO7. A small additional plate (CO7) shares the gonopore (G) with CO1. In Trematocystis globosus (Miller, 1878) (C) the perioral circle is identical to that of Pastulocystis pentax, but is surrounded by seven circumorals (CO1–CO5, X1, X2) plus PO7. Trematocystis globosus also lacks the facet for ambulacrum A. In Pachycystis norvegica Bockelie, 1984 (D), as in Eucystis, the mouth frame of six periorals is absent, but the eight other plates are identical to those in the circumoral circle of Trematocystis, including PO7. Pachycystis norvegica also lacks the facet in ambulacrum A. Two points are important. In holocystitids two plate circles surround the mouth which, whatever they are called, cannot be homologous because they occur in the same individual. Secondly, if one accepts the plate homologies suggested here, the solitary interradial oral of sphaeronitids and parasphaeronitids must be PO7, not CO6 as it was originally labelled (Paul 1973: fig. 10B). A–E, ambulacra A–E; Pep, periproct (anal) border; Pes, peristome (mouth) border. Not to scale.](image-url)
should not be unexpected. All tetraradiate diplopores lack ambulacrum A, but retain the associated circumoral (CO3). Why should aristocystitids be different? Now, examination of the plate diagram for *Oretanocalix* shows an unexpected pattern; neither circumoral plate in ambulacrum B or D reaches the inner margin of the peristome, just as in “Holocystites salmoensis” (Fig. 1). I think this is another example of a “B D different” pattern of oral plating and reflects Lovén’s law (Paul and Hotchkiss 2020).

Recently, I have been testing a new, dynamic, plate terminology that reflects ambulacral growth. In this new scheme, plates around the mouth are attributed to their respective ambulacra and numbered according to the order of their growth. So, the first plate in ambulacrum A is A1, the second A2, etc. The oral plating in *Oretanocalix*, and other aristocystitid genera, may therefore be interpreted as in Fig. 3B, where BC1 is the first plate in the shared BC ambulacrum before division and DE1 similarly the first plate in the shared DE ambulacrum before division. Thus, the exclusion of B1 and D1 from the oral frame reflects the fact that when the shared ambulacra divided, ambulacrum C developed before ambulacrum B and similarly ambulacrum E before ambulacrum D. It remains to be seen whether or not this new system of plate numbering is of more use than the old, but I will happily abandon the old terminology if the new is a better explanation.

The main point here is that using the terms circumoral and perioral for radial and interradial orals, respectively enabled an interpretation of aristocystitid oral plating. The first interpretation was later shown to be inaccurate and modified. Although this approach reveals potential plate homologies, it does not explain how they came about. Consideration of growth patterns potentially provides an explanation of puzzling aspects of aristocystitid oral plating as a direct result of the order in which the plates were added and the lateral ambulacra divided. Repeated re-examination of previous interpretations improves our understanding.

**Final comments**

The fact that my critics concentrate on methods confirms my previous suspicion that they are more interested in techniques and terminology than in the fossils themselves. Sure, I made a pig’s ear of the cladistic analysis. I now regret including it (and I would have saved money had I left it out!). As my critics demonstrate, an inadequate analysis can be corrected and I am genuinely grateful for their efforts. So, read the paper without the cladistics section. Does this alter in any way the facts or suggestions included? Is it no longer true that *Rhombifera* Barrande, 1867, is the only glyptocystitid genus with ambulacral facets developed on radial rather than oral plates? *Cambrocrinus* Orłowski, 1968, has ornament on its proximal stem that spirals down the stem, as does *Macrocrystella* Callaway, 1877. In *Macrocrystella* this reflects the orientation of synarthrial articulations that also spiral down the stem making it extremely flexible. Does the absence of cladistic analysis make the inference that *Cambrocrinus* also had synarthrial articulations in its proximal stem any less likely? To be sure it needs confirmation, but note this is a testable hypothesis. Would Kesling’s (1962) exceptionally perceptive interpretation of the oral plating of *Rhombifera* become invalid if my cladistic analysis had been omitted? He made his interpretation without reference to cladistics.

Like Mary Bennett in *Pride and Prejudice*, I may draw this useful lesson. My scientific reputation will not be improved by publishing more inadequate cladistic analyses. Best leave them to those who understand what they are doing. Indeed, in an ideal world I would love to collaborate with a competent cladist. It is truly ironic that this particular cladistic analysis illustrates the biggest problem I see in cladistics: the choice of characters. The next project I pursued was the redescription of *Cystoblastus* Callaway, 1875. In *Cystoblastus* this reflects the orientation of synarthrial articulations that also spiral down the stem, as does *Macrocrystella* Callaway, 1877. In *Macrocrystella* this reflects the orientation of synarthrial articulations that also spiral down the stem making it extremely flexible. Does the absence of cladistic analysis make the inference that *Cambrocrinus* also had synarthrial articulations in its proximal stem any less likely? To be sure it needs confirmation, but note this is a testable hypothesis. Would Kesling’s (1962) exceptionally perceptive interpretation of the oral plating of *Rhombifera* become invalid if my cladistic analysis had been omitted? He made his interpretation without reference to cladistics.

Like Mary Bennett in *Pride and Prejudice*, I may draw this useful lesson. My scientific reputation will not be improved by publishing more inadequate cladistic analyses. Best leave them to those who understand what they are doing. Indeed, in an ideal world I would love to collaborate with a competent cladist. It is truly ironic that this particular cladistic analysis illustrates the biggest problem I see in cladistics: the choice of characters. The next project I pursued was the redescription of *Cystoblastus* (see Paul and Toom 2021). So, when the pan-dichoporite paper (Paul 2021) was at proof stage, I already knew that if I undertook the cladistic analysis again I would include additional characters.
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and code others differently. It is too early to say whether or not the new homology scheme of rhombiferan plates is an improvement, but it would be useful to compare the two alternatives.

Just as natural selection requires a constant supply of new mutations from which to select, science requires new hypotheses to test. Furthermore, if a new hypothesis passes our tests, it is not proved; we can only disprove hypotheses. Progress is only made by hypotheses which fail tests. Thus, it seems to me a basic requirement to be a scientist is the willingness to admit that you got it wrong. New hypotheses may come from new discoveries or new interpretations. They can be tested by cladistic analysis, but the results of such analyses themselves need further testing. The process is continuous. I am just trying to ensure input data are accurate and to draw attention to potential similarities or homologies between taxa that also need testing. The pan-dichotomize paper (Paul 2021) predicts that Rhombifera Barrande, 1867 should be re-examined next.
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